Sez She To Me

John Pepper

The Home-maker: An Illustrated Monthly Magazine.

Me loyal subjects, sez she, Here's me best respects, sez she, 'An I'm proud this day.
Lyrics to Sez She Sey sheMe loyal subjects sez sheHere's my best respect, sez sheAnd I'm proud this day, sez sheOf the elegant way, sez sheThat you gave.


Me loyal subjects sez she, Here's me best respects sez she, And I'm proud this day sez she, Of the elegant way sez she, That they gave me the hand sez.
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The Queen's After-Dinner Speech - Sez She - Percy French.

"Now tell me, Father John," sez she. With battle in the eye. And over-stressed gentility — Bad omen, by the by "When dance or fête's put on,"
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Sez She - Google Books Result

Sez She [Jane Martin] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Full Length, Comedy Characters: 5 female Bare stage with chairs Written to be